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Our Mission is to maximize

Our wealth of experience and
knowledge of the CEE industry
is what differentiates us!

the impact, minimize the cost
and simplify the process of
recruiting professionals for our
corporate partners in the CEE
industry

Visited by hundreds of thousands of CEE
professionals and graduating students
each year with a constantly growing
popularity during the last 3 years

Powered by ARGO-E’s expert
team of civil engineers, IT
experts and marketing
professionals for more than 16
years

About
CEECareers
Powered by

www.argo-e.com

What makes CEECareers Different
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Our business model! CEECareers strives to be the most
comprehensive job directory with the most competitive rates,
where ALL jobs in the CEE industry are posted and is used by
ALL job-seeking professionals.
Over 25,000 social
media followers
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6,500+ jobs were posted in 2017; far more than the
number of jobs posted by any other CEE industry-specific
job portal!

The most visited
website in geotechnics

The networking platform for
geotechnical engineers
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CeeCareers is part of ARGO-E’s network of premier Resource
Centers in the Civil, Environmental & Construction Industry that
include The Civil Engineer, The Structural Engineer, Geoengineer
and Geoworld that support it in maximizing its reach and impact

Nearly 8,000 subscribed
members to its newsletter

Why use CeeCareers?
GLOBAL REACH

COMPETITIVE PRICES

We can help you attract the top talent
you are looking for all over the world

Our prices are really competitive with a
really great reach and exposure.

EXPERTISE

RESPONSIVE

DEDICATED TEAM

Our team has a wealth of experience
and knowledge within the civil,
construction and environmental
engineering sector.

We guarantee your advert can be
accessed by millions of candidates on
mobiles, tablets and PCs

Advertising with ceecareers is easy and
simple. You just send us your jobs and
we do the hard work while you sit back
and just let the applications come to you.

Benefits of Corporate Partnership Program
Partner with us to promote ALL your employment openings at a revolutionary low recruiting cost
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Post ALL your job
openings on
CEECareers.com as
soon as they are
announced;

Promote your jobs to the
right candidates via
email newsletters to
10,000+ CEE
professionals &
graduating students;

Further extend the reach
of your job openings with
social media posts

Boost your job openings
through our CEE cybernetwork and give your
jobs more exposure.

Our Corporate Partnership Program
Reach the right candidate to meet your hiring needs!

1. Start with our
Standard Package

2. Easily make
Jobs featured!

- Select which jobs you

Pre-pay once for a
specific number of jobs &
let us do the rest!

want to feature in order
to reach more candidates
- Featured jobs are listed
first in our search results
Jobs remain featured for
up to 30 days

# Jobs

Cost
$/job

Total
Cost

50

$20

$1,000

100

$15

$ 1,500

-Featured jobs cost $40

300

$9

$ 2,700

each (minimum

Each job is posted by us and
will remain ‘active’ for up to
30 days (Job purchases do
not expire, until they are all
used)

purchase of 10-pack) and
can be applied to any
standard job.

3. Buy and Use
Booster Coupons !

Boost your most
important featured jobs
by promoting them through
our CEE network of sites*
Corporate partners can
buy Coupons for selected
jobs at 50% lower
cost than regular coupons

$ 295  $ 145

Job Boosting
includes:

• Job posting in Jobs
section of our network
of sites
(TheCivilEngineer,
TheStructuralEngineer,
Geoengineer,
Geoworld)
• Boosted jobs will also
be listed on our sites
main page
• Social media posts
expand the job
announcement’s reach
to 50.000+ followers
• Advertising space to our
monthly e-mail
newsletters reaching
10,000+ people

http://www.ceecareers.com

Join our Corporate Partnership Program
NOW

Contact us at marketing@argo-e.com

